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partitioning the surface into regions formed from different
thiols12–15. Here we describe a way to pattern SAMs using a
single alkanethiol on substrates consisting of regions of different
topography: planar islands of one metal on the surface of a second
(which may be different from or the same as the first). These
topographically patterned SAMs consist of three regions: two
planar surfaces and a transition region between the two. The
characters of the SAMs on these three regions were inferred from
images of three structures that form on them: condensation
figures, patterns of crystals of CaCO3 and regions of selective
etching. The transition region is more active in the processes
generating these structures than either of the two planar regions,
and we propose that this activity is due to the relatively high
disorder in the organic film there. We believe that this ability to

20 nm

which may be treated by statistical mechanics—are typically chaotic. The result also supports the role of dynamical instability in nonM
equilibrium fluids12–17,28.
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of the procedures used for fabrication of
SAMs supported on topographically patterned metal surfaces. a, Patterned
deposition of the overlayer of a metal on the surface of another metal (which might
be the same or different) through a stencil. b, Area-selective deposition of the
overlayer of a metal on the surface of another metal protected by a pattern in
photoresist, followed by lift-off of the photoresist. The height profiles of the
micropatterned surfaces recorded using atomic force microscopy (AFM) show
that procedure b generates sharper edges for the patterned features than
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procedure a. The details of the surface in the transition region at the level of the

.........................................................................................................................

SAM shown is schematic. In the experiments involving formation of condensa-

Micropatterning is a powerful method for controlling surface
properties, with applications from cell biology to electronics1–8.
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiolates on gold and
silver9–11 —the structures most widely used for preparing organic
films with specific surface properties—are usually patterned by
868

grain and domain sizes and boundaries were not studied. The structure of the
tion figures, we allowed the thiol in the transition region of the SAM to exchange
with a different thiol in solution. To form the patterns, silicon wafers (test grade, n
or p type; Silicon Sense, Nashua, NH) were coated with 2.5 nm of Ti to promote
adhesion, and then with 50 nm of metal (Ag or Au) using an electron beam
evaporator and a stencil mask or patterned photoresist.
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control the local disorder in a SAM with high resolution will be
important in controlling processes such as nucleation, wetting,
adhesion and etching on scales of below 50 nm to 5 mm.
In this approach to micropatterning, we fabricate patterned
substrates by evaporating one metal (Au or Ag) onto the surface
of a second (Au or Ag) through a stencil mask or a patterned
photoresist (Fig. 1). We describe these surfaces using the nomenclature M2-on-M1: that is, M2 (the second metal) evaporated on M1
(the first). We formed SAMs on these patterned substrates by
immersing them in a 10 mM solution of HS(CH2)15X (X ¼ CH3
or CO2H) in ethanol for 1 h. SAMs of the same alkanethiol formed
on different metals differ in structure9–11, and we expected, therefore, that the SAM at the border between two different metals would
have a distinct and probably less-ordered structure (region 3 in
Fig. 1) than the larger planar regions (regions 1 and 2 in Fig. 1). It
seemed possible that the region of SAM at sharp steps in the
topography of the same metal might also have abnormal structure.
To test the hypothesis that the transition region would be
disordered, the topographically patterned substrates supporting
one thiolate—either methyl- or acid-terminated—were allowed
to soak in a solution of the second (10 mM). We expected the
disordered regions of SAMs to be more labile than the ordered
regions, and thus to exchange selectively14–16. We examined the
wettability of the surfaces using condensation figures17–19 to visualize modifications in the SAM resulting from this exchange (Fig. 2).
The best visualization of the transition region was achieved when we
used long exchange (,10 h) with the alternative thiol. When a
methyl-terminated SAM was allowed to exchange with the acidterminated thiol, condensation figures on the modified surface
consisted of elongated drops of water at a hydrophilic border
between the two metals (Fig. 2a–c). When the SAMs were formed
in the reverse order—first from the acid-terminated thiol and then

exchanged with methyl-terminated thiol—the pattern of wetting
was also reversed: water drops nucleated everywhere except at a
hydrophobic border between the metals (Fig. 2d, e). The condensation figures outlining transition regions were particularly pronounced when M1 was not the same as M2 (Fig. 2b, c, e). The
wetting of surfaces that were not subjected to exchange was largely
homogeneous across the surface (Fig. 2a–e), with insignificant
preference for nucleation at the boundaries when M1 was not the
same as M2 presumably due to the pinning of water drops by the
local disorder in the SAM. Exchange experiments using substrates
prepared by deposition of M2 at an angle of ,208 from the normal
show that the size and shape of the exchanged region—which is
related, we presume, to the structure of the disordered SAM—
depend on the topology of the boundary between the two metals
(Fig. 2c).
These preferential exchange experiments establish that there are
three distinct regions in the SAMs supported on micropatterned
mixed metal substrates, and suggest that one of these regions is a
narrow region of a labile, disordered SAM at the border between the
two metals. So this technique provides, to our knowledge, a new
concept in patterning surfaces—controlling the local disorder in
SAMs on a submicrometre scale by manipulating the topography
and composition of the supporting metals. The boundaries between
the two metals present disordered regions on the surface, and can be
thus used to pattern processes that are sensitive to surface structure.
For processes that require the formation of narrow features, the best
system is a substrate in which M1 is the same as M2, patterned using
a photoresist mask to produce vertical walls in the relief. For
processes that do not require the formation of narrow features, a
combination of different metals gives a more pronounced effect. We
demonstrate two further examples of this method: nucleation of
crystal growth, and etching of the underlying metal.
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Figure 2 Optical micrographs of the condensation figures (CFs) formed on SAMs

of each pattern show CFs formed on the control patterned substrates supporting

of alkanethiols supported on micropatterned metal substrates. These substrates

corresponding SAMs that were not subjected to exchange. The surfaces were

were fabricated by depositing silver (50 nm) on silver (a and d), or silver (50 nm) on

derivatized initially by exposing them to a solution of one thiol (10 mM in ethanol)

gold (b, e and c) using a stencil (a TEM grid). The geometries of the islands of the

for 30 s. The substrates were rinsed with ethanol and allowed to soak in a solution

second metal (shown in overlays) depend on the distance between the mask and

of the second thiol for 10 h. We observed CFs directly by breathing on the samples

the substrate and on the angle between the beam and substrate. a–c, CFs formed

under an optical microscope. The substrate in c was prepared by asymmetric

on SAMs of HS(CH2)15CH3 exchanged with HS(CH2)15CO2H; d, e, CFs formed on

shadow evaporation of Ag through a stencil mask—the direction of the beam

SAMs of HS(CH2)15CO2H exchanged with HS(CH2)15CH3. The rightmost columns

(indicated by an arrow) was ,208 from the normal to the surface.
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Figure 4 Selective etching of micropatterned substrates fabricated by depositing
Ag (50 nm) on a Ag film through a layer of patterned photoresist, followed by liftoff. Left panels, 2-mm-wide lines; right panels, a square array of circles with 1.5 mm

No SAM

diameter. a, Low magnification SEM, showing the homogeneity of the pattern. b,

c

Trenches (,50 nm wide) in the metal substrates fabricated by etching for 10 s.
Substrates were exposed to a HS(CH2)15CH3 solution (10 mM in ethanol) for 1 h
and rinsed with ethanol, then etched with an aqueous solution of ferrocyanide
(0.1 M), ferricyanide (0.001 M) and sodium thiosulphate (0.1 M).

100 µm
Figure 3 Scanning electron micrographs of calcite crystals grown on
topographically patterned surfaces fabricated by depositing Ag (50 nm) on Au
through a stencil mask followed by formation of SAMs. The overlay shows the
outline of the pattern. a, b, Patterns of calcite crystals formed on SAMs of
HS(CH2)15CO2H supported on micropatterned metal surfaces. For short times
of crystallization (,30 min), calcitic outlines of the underlying patterns are formed
(a). For longer times of crystallization (.40 min), preferential filling of the Ag
regions with crystals takes place (b). c, Non-patterned growth of calcite induced
by bare substrates supporting no SAM. The patterned metal surfaces derivatized
with a SAM of HS(CH2)15CO2H were used directly in the crystallization
experiments (no exchange was performed). The substrates were placed with
the pattern down into a 25 mM CaCl2 solution in a closed desiccator containing
vials of solid (NH4)2CO3.

Crystallization is highly sensitive to the structure and order of the
surfaces that induce nucleation20–22. We used the formation of
calcium carbonate as a model system22–24. The micropatterned
Au-on-Ag and Ag-on-Au substrates supporting a CO2H-terminated
SAM induce patterned crystallization (Fig. 3). The crystals nucleate
first at the interface between the two metals (Fig. 3a), and then fill
the Ag region (Fig. 3b). The bare, micropatterned metal surfaces
(with no SAM) do not induce preferential nucleation anywhere on
the surface (Fig. 3c); this observation indicates that patterned
nucleation arises from differences in the structure of the patterned
SAM and not directly from the topography of the surface. Figure 3
suggests that these techniques may provide a simple method to
pattern crystal growth25. The fabrication of crystalline outlines
(Fig. 3a) is especially striking, as these structures cannot be
produced using other methods of crystallization.
The hypothesis that the transition regions in the SAMs are
870

disordered suggests that these regions expose the underlying
metal to etching15,26. When Ag-on-Ag or Au-on-Ag surfaces supporting a SAM of HS(CH2)15CH3 were etched with an aqueous
solution of potassium ferricyanide, dissolution of silver initiated
preferentially at the border between the two metals (Fig. 4a). In
control experiments with bare, topographically patterned substrates
supporting no SAM, corrosion was uniform across the surface, and
was not selective at the edges of the metal patterns. We suggest,
again, that the specificity of etching at the transition regions results
primarily from the disorder of the SAMs. The ability to etch the
disordered regions in the SAM selectively provides a method to
form small features in metal films1–3. The structures generated by
etching topographically patterned surfaces supporting SAMs are
smaller than the original patterns used for their generation, and
their feature sizes can be controlled by varying the etching time.
Figure 4b shows trenches ,50 nm wide in the metal substrates
fabricated by short (10-s) etching, using two sample patterns of lines
(Fig. 4b, left) and circles (Fig. 4b, right).
The ability to control the local disorder in SAMs at the nanometre
scale therefore provides an approach to high-resolution patterning
of surfaces, and constitutes a convenient method for size reduction:
features less than 50 nm wide can be generated at the edges of
M
micrometre-sized patterns.
Received 17 April; accepted 9 June 1998.
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The global thermohaline circulation is the oceanic overturning
mode, which is manifested in the North Atlantic Ocean as northward-flowing surface waters which sink in the Nordic (Greenland,
Iceland and Norwegian) seas and return southwards—after overflowing the Greenland–Scotland ridge—as deep water. This
process has been termed the ‘conveyor belt’, and is believed to
keep Europe 5–8 8C warmer than it would be if the conveyor were
to shut down1. The variability of today’s conveyor belt is therefore
an important component of climate regulation. The Nordic seas
are the only Northern Hemisphere source of deep water and a
previous study3 has revealed no long-term variability in the
outflow of deep water from the Nordic seas to the Atlantic
Ocean. Here I use flows derived from hydrographic data to show
that this outflow has approximately doubled, and then returned to
previous values, over the past four decades. I present evidence
which suggests that this variability is forced by variability in polar
air temperature, which in turn may be connected to the recently
reported Arctic warming4.
The water which overflows the shallow (500–700 m) Greenland–
Scotland ridge east and west of Iceland descends to depths around
3,000 m in the northern North Atlantic, and follows paths which are
well known5–7, but the prevailing view of the temporal variability of
NATURE | VOL 394 | 27 AUGUST 1998

the magnitude of the flow has been that it possesses no significant
variability on timescales longer than about a fortnight3. The Nordic
seas and the Arctic have been seen as a black box or reservoir whose
exchanges with the rest of the world ocean are governed solely by
hydraulics because shallow convective processes keep the waters at
the sill depth ‘topped up’. Following the evidence presented below, it
appears that shallow processes are responsive to atmospheric forcing in such a way that the Nordic seas exert important control on
the variability of the conveyor belt.
Water from the Nordic seas which overflows the Greenland–
Scotland ridge east of Iceland travels round the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
(MAR) by way of the Charlie–Gibbs fracture zone; in the northwest
of the Irminger basin, it joins the water which overflows west of
Iceland through Denmark Strait. South of Denmark Strait, these
waters form the Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC), which
has characteristic chemical and dynamical signatures5–7. In particular, the vertical current shear near the bottom is very high, so a
large part of the flow can be measured with the shear derived from
hydrographic data. Without knowledge of the absolute current, one
can create a 40-year history of the DWBC from archive data by using
the transport referenced to a constant zero-velocity surface as an
index of the strength of the DWBC.
I have analysed 22 sections, the earliest from 1955, the most recent
from August 1997 (Fig. 1). They lie in the vicinity of Cape Farewell,
and radiate between southwards (at ,438 W) and eastwards (at
,608 N) from Cape Farewell across the Irminger Sea. The core of
the DWBC spans ,200 km of downstream distance over the
sections, with the exception of the section at 628 N which was
included to fill an important time gap. Being further north than the
rest, the flux estimate from there may not be quite consistent with
the others. The sections are far enough downstream from Denmark
Strait that the DWBC is flowing nearly parallel to the isobaths and
not significantly changing strength by entrainment over much of the
span of the sections8, with the possible exception of the 628 N
section. The DWBC volume flux is consistently and correctly
estimated in spite of differently angled tracks of the sections
across the current, assuming no significant deep flow normal to
the central axis of the basin8,9.
Calculating (as previous authors have done) the DWBC as
transport below the density surface j0 ¼ 27:8, with zero velocity
at 1,000 m, a picture of DWBC magnitude and variability emerges
(Fig. 2). Low transports (nine estimates) appear in the 1950s and
1960s, high (four estimates) in the 1970s and 1980s, and low again
(nine estimates) in the 1990s. Is this noise or a signal? First, there is
no bias with section orientation or season. Second, were it true for
the present data set as for previous ones that the dominant
variability period is a few days, this set would be the product of a
random process. This hypothesis may be tested by dividing the data
into three groups as above and comparing the first with the second
and the second with the third (using a non-parametric ranking or
mean slippage test such as Wilcoxon’s10). In both cases, the chance
that the pattern is random is ,0.5%.
The relative invariance of the referenced transport signal on short
time and space scales is tested by examining two groups of sections:
four sections taken over four weeks in spring 1966, and five sections
taken over five months around summer 1991 (Fig. 1, left and right
insets). These two groups have mean transports (standard errors in
parentheses) of 5.8 (0.2) Sv (first group; 1966), and 4.5 (0.2) Sv
(second group; 1991) (1 Sv ¼ 106 m3 s 2 1 ). The ‘short-scale’ range
(0.2 Sv) is an order of magnitude less than the decadal range.
Therefore I treat the pattern as a signal.
What of the transport due to the reference level current? First,
recent modelling studies11,12 indicate that the Irminger basin circulation is not strongly dependent on variations in the wind stress.
The referenced transport signal is unlikely to have been altered by
the wind-driven circulation in such a way as to annul exactly the
observed variability. Second, absolute transports are available in two
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